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Good afternoon!The Great Barrier Reef is one of the most famous natural wonders of the world, isn’t it?It’s right up there with the Amazon Rainforest, Mount Everest and the Grand CanyonI’m not here to tell you that those don’t matter. What I’m hoping to do is to make you think about what we have a little closer to homeWhat about good old Blighty? Have we got natural wonders worth shouting about?The answer of course is YES – there are loads! From the Cairngorm mountains to Cheddar Gorge we have loads of examples of breath-taking natural beauty.But as a marine biologist, I’m especially fond of the natural wonders we have underwater
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For a small country, the UK has an awful lot of sea!We are responsible for more than 770,000 square km of ocean – that’s 3X more than our land areaAnd we have a coastline that’s almost 18,000 km long – stretched out that would take us half way around the world!Our culture and economy rely on ocean activities such as energy production, fishing and tourismBut these seas are also home to some of the most diverse and productive ecosystems on Earth.If you know where to look, you can find kelp forests, seagrass meadows and even cold-water coral reefsBut I’m not here to talk about any of these today.I’m here to introduce you to an ecosystem that you may have never heard of – maerl beds 



MAERL BEDS
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Who here before reading the blurb about my talk or seen the comic you have on your seat had heard of maerl beds?A few – lets compare that to coral reefsThere we go – I think this imbalance is a travesty! This is a maerl bed on the west coast of Scotland where we the majority of our researchLook how flipping beautiful this is!These are the cities of our seas and have all the attributes of a reefThere’s a complex three dimensional structure and lots of marine life.They have a biodiversity as high as coral reefs but unlike coral reefs are found all over world, not just in tropical places
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Now, what is maerl?Although it forms a reef that functions like coral reefs, maerl is actually a type of red seaweed.But this is not your usual slippy slimy stuffIt’s bright pink because of special pigments in its cells, and it has a calcium carbonate skeleton – just like the chalk that the cliffs of Dover are made of.In fact this skeleton makes up 98% of its mass, so it’s pretty much a living rock!Each maerl individual is completely free living and is completely unattached to the seabed – a little like the tumble weed of the seaBut because of its complex 3D structure, when lots come together, they can stabilise themselves and form the reef-like habitat we call maerl beds



Maerl beds in UK and Ireland
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For an ecosystem that almost no one has heard of, you’d think it was pretty rare, right?But actually, almost the entirety of the west coast of the UK has maerl beds, from Shetland in the north to the Isles of Scilly in the southUnfortunately the east coast isn’t so lucky.Now you see maerl beds need a lot of water movement and nice clear water.We get that on the west coast because it’s exposed to the whole AtlanticOn the east coast, circulation is much more restricted because the North Sea is quite small, so conditions are really suitable for maerl to grow
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The graph in the top left of this slide shows daily measurements of atmospheric CO2 in Hawaii since the late 1950s. I don’t think anyone would disagree that CO2 is increasing! There are a number of these stations all around the world and the pattern is the same.Other greenhouse gases such as methane and nitrous oxide also have similar patterns.So what’s causing this increase? The short answer is us. The burning of fossil fuels, whether in a factory or in our cars, releases greenhouse gases. So too does concrete production – just think about how much concrete we are surrounded by right now, how much is in London, how much in is in the UK.Deforestation reduces the natural uptake of CO2 from trees photosynthesising, and burning of these trees releases the carbon they are made of back into the atmosphere. 
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And what’s the impact of all that extra CO2?What I’m going to show you now is the average annual temperature in Scotland from 1884-2018The darkest blue line is the coldest year, the darkest red line is the warmest yearI want you to take from this graph two things:There is a general pattern from dark blue on the left to dark red on the rightBut the second thing to take is that this is not a uniform pattern of change and you’ll know this from your own experiences of the great British weather – we can have a roasting summer one year and a washout the nextFrom a personal perspective, I moved to Scotland in 2009 – I was told “oh it never snows in Glasgow” – well it bloody did that year! We’re on track for another record-breaking year in 2019. Do you remember in the summer when we had a record temperature of 38.7C? The media went into a frenzy about this – will we or won’t we see a record? This is not a good thing!
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Now unfortunately, just like us marine organisms don’t like rapid increases in temperatureWhat I’m now going to show you are three key problems now facing maerl beds as a result of our rapidly changing climate



1. Thermal niche
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First of all, different maerl species have different temperature preferences, just like humans.	My partner is from Cyprus and loves it really hot and dry, much like our cartoon on the left	I’m a Devon girl. I like it damp and miserable, much like the character on the right hereIn the UK we only have 3 species of maerlFor one of those species, Lithothamnion glaciale, Scotland is the warmest is can tolerate. So if temperatures rise, this species will no longer be able to survive in UK watersFor the other two species, the rising temperature may not be so bad up north, but in the south it may get too hot for them too.Unlike many other organisms, maerl is unlikely to be able to move northwards quickly enough to avoid the worst of the heat.



2. Ecological competition
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Secondly, we have danger from other algae out-competing maerlOnce established, maerl creates these beautiful reefs, but as I said before it’s VERY slow growing so simply cannot compete with the fast growing seaweeds like we have on the right. In warmer, high CO2 conditions, it’s these rapidly growing species which do best and are able to grow over and suffocate the maerl



3. Ocean acidification
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Third, we have ocean acidification, global warming’s evil twinRising CO2 levels have also caused the pH of the oceans to go down.If you’re make a skeleton out of calcium carbonate, like corals, shellfish and maerl, this is bad newsThe image on the right is a scanning electron microscopy image of the maerl skeleton. This is really zoomed in – each circle is an individual cell surrounded by walls of calcium carbonate.The problem here are those big cracks in the walls – this has been caused by exposure to seawater with a pH predicted by the end of the centuryThis maerl skeleton is literally coming apart at the seams
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So what does this all mean?It’s now widely accepted that maerl beds are seriously threatened by climate changeSo what can we do about it?Is it too late?
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I don’t think so.Climate change is an international problem but we all play a part.All but one country in the world (America…) have signed the Paris agreement – this is a pledge to reduce CO2 emissions so that global warming doesn’t go beyond 1.5C above pre-industrial levelsBut so far, governmental actions have not been good enough. What they need is to hear that their constituencies want climate action.So this is where I turn to you:	If you don’t take anything else from this talk, take this – please write to your leaders, be that councillors, MPs, MEPs, MSPs. Tell them that tackling climate change is important to you and that you want them to take action now. You can also play a part at an individual level by working to reduce your carbon footprint – that’s the total amount of carbon produced as a result of your activities.Here’s mine from 2017, and this prompted me to take action. I’m well below the UK average for things like housing, clothing and food. But then we get to this purple bar. That’s my travel in 2017. Most of that comes from flying. And most of that flying was for work. Flying to places to research the effects of climate change. The irony is not lost on me. The truth is, prior to seeing this, I hadn’t given much thought to my research travel. But on seeing this, I made a promise to reduce my flying, and I’m pleased to say that I’m predicting my 2019 purple bar to be around 1/3 of what it was in 2017. That’s still too much, but at least I’m aware of it and actively trying to reduce it. It does mean I’ve missed out of some things – I haven’t gone to conferences I might have, I’ve reduced the amount of overseas research I do, but it’s also encouraged me to work more with local researchers who perhaps can do the fieldwork and then we work together on the data.
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There’s one final elephant in the roomPlastic.Plastic gets a lot of media attention these days. Just today, Scotland banned the production and sale of plastic-stemmed cotton buds.Pollution and plastic are additional pressures facing all marine life including maerl beds and we absolutely should seek to reduce our single-use plastic habitBut be aware that refusing a straw in your drink doesn’t solve the problem.	If we magically vanished all straws ever made, marine habitats would still be under threat from climate change.A clear message many of us will know is ‘Reduce, Reuse and Recycle’.I think we’ve now become very good at recycling and pretty good at reusing.Now is the time to start reducing.Thank you for listening.
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